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Why American History Menus?
I am a homeschooling mom of both typical and special needs
children. American History Menus was created during my 15+
years of homeschooling. I have studied and researched countless
curricula. I even tried a few…
Most had minor problems - copywork lines not the right size for
my students, books that I (or the children) didn’t like, books that
I could not find, etc. Many had what I considered major
problems for our family – too many expensive required
resources, giant disorganized manuals that kept me flipping
pages most of the day, readers that did not correspond to the
period being studied, etc.
Once I “tweaked” the curriculum (adding notebooking pages,
lapbooking, art, period readers, appropriately sized copywork,
and added in all the books that we wanted to read) there was
very little of the original left and trying to make everything fit
was truly more work than just designing my own curriculum.
How To Use American History Menus
What is American History Menus?
American History Menus is a totally customizable history
curriculum for grades 1-6 incorporating literature, language arts,
art study, science and hands on activities.
To use the curriculum you will need:

• American History Menus
• A library card
• A printer
• Internet access
• The spine (either A Child’s Story of America by Christian
Liberty Press or Stories of America by Simply Charlotte
Mason)
Each printable Menu corresponds with an American History
Menus unit. Menus have three parts; the Appetizer (spine), the
Main Course (readers and read alouds by reading level), and
sides (art studies, notebooking, lapbooking, science, hands on
activities, etc.). Each menu also has a corresponding Pinterest
board with links to a description of every book and links to all
resources, websites and printables.
What American History Menus is not:
American History Menus is NOT a day by day or week by week
lesson plan. If this is what you need or want – American History
Menus is not the curriculum for you!
How to Use the Menus
Each Unit has its own printable menu divided into four sections:
1. The Appetizer (or spine) is an overview of the period and
introduction to some of the notable people from the time. I
usually read this aloud at the beginning of the unit.
2. The Main Course (readers and read alouds) are listed by
recommended reading level. Not all books will be appropriate

for all children; preview books and use your parental discretion.
Books dealing with potentially upsetting subject matter (Trail of
Tears, slavery, etc.) are often best suited for read alouds so you
can gauge your child's reaction and discuss as appropriate.
3. Sides include artist study, science activities, printables,
coloring, crafts, recipes and more.
4. Notes is merely a place for you to write down, well, notes!
Work through each unit at your own pace, doing the activities
that are a fit for your family. After completing a unit, simply
move on to the next one. There is no set time frame - giving you
the flexibility to study some subjects in depth while covering
others more briefly. If you want to complete AHM part 1 in a
school year you would need to average one unit every two
weeks. Our family has spent up to two months on some units
while covering others in a matter of days. DO NOT attempt to
do all of the activities on one menu (you would not go out for
dinner and order everything on the menu)! The variety is
provided so that you have many choices for the interests of your
family, not to make you slaves to the curriculum.
Simply print the menu, choose which books to read and which
activities to do. I select a highlighter color for each of my
children (as well as a separate color for group activities such as
read alouds and recipes) and highlight the resources I plan to use
for each child. I also mark books that I own with an *, library
books with an “L” and interlibrary loan books with “ILL” in the
box to the left of the book title. If you prefer to write down just
the resources you will use, a blank menu is included for your
convenience.
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How to Use the Pinterest Boards
Each AHM unit has its own unique Pinterest Board.
Additionally, there is a General Resources board for materials
that are used for several units or are more general in nature
(http://www.pinterest.com/autismfrog/ahm-general-resources/)
such as writing, lapbooking and art resources.
After reviewing the pins for each unit, You can:
• create your own AHM Pinterest board and repin the ideas
you like;
• create your own Pinterest Board for each AHM unit and
repin the pins you would like to use;

• or jot down the websites and links that interest you on the
"notes" section of each unit's menu.
HELPS
Copywork and Narration
Copywork is simply having a child copy a word, sentence,
paragraph, etc. Copywork will improve handwriting, attention
to detail, vocabulary, grammar and punctuation. Sources of
copywork includes readers, read alouds, poetry, Bible verses and
meaningful quotations. There are numerous sources for
purchased copywork. However, it is often better to create your
own to coordinate with your child's interests, skill level,
handwriting style and line size.
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Printable copywork paper in many sizes and styles is available
here:
http://donnayoung.org/penmanship/handwriting-paper-bw.htm.

You can make your own pages on a basic word processor or
subscribe to a service such as http://notebookingpages.com that
will allow you to create custom copywork pages very quickly
and easily. Ideally, younger children should have the words to
be copied directly above the line the words will be copied to.
This will improve accuracy and eliminate frustration caused by
have to copy from one sheet onto another.
Narration is simply the practice of retelling. Children can
narrate after they have completed quiet reading or after listening
to Mom or Dad read aloud. Narration helps children organize
their thoughts and synthesize what they have heard. After oral
narration is routine and your child has basic writing skills, they
can narrate in writing. These narrations make excellent
additions to notebooking pages.
Notebooking and Lapbooking
Notebooking is an amazingly flexible tool. Your child keeps a
notebook or 3 ring binder for a particular subject. The scope can
be as broad as "American History" or as narrow as "the
Underground Railroad". You may include written narrations,
reports, art, photos of 3-dimensional projects, vocabulary words,
sketches and more. We also keep corresponding copywork and
dictation in our notebooks.
There are many sources for free notebooking pages linked on
the AHM Pinterest units. Another great resource for
notebooking is http://notebookingpages.com. This site has a
large selection of free notebooking pages, as well as reasonably

priced themes set. If notebooking is something you really like,
consider a lifetime membership to the site. The cost includes all
current and future notebooking pages, as well as access to the
online notebook and copywork page creation software so you
can easily create and customize your own pages.
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Lapbooking resources are also linked on each AHM Pinterest
unit. You can easily make your own foldables for lapbooking
but cutting out interesting shapes and using drawings or clip art
for graphics. My children especially like coloring pictures in

Dover coloring books (usually while I read aloud) which I then
reduce on the copy machine to use as covers for the foldables.
Timelines
Using timelines is a great way for children to visually organize
what they are learning. There are many ways to create and
display timelines including pre-made bound books and printable
pages that can be displayed on walls or in binders. We prefer to
make our own timelines by simply creating and printing the
dashed lines pages out on cardstock. I use packing tape on the
back of the timeline to secure one page to the next (leaving
about an eighth of inch space between pages. This allows the
timeline to be folded compactly when not in use. The timeline
can be unfolded to show just the section(s) you want to view.
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*Timeline figures above are from Homeschool in the Woods

Science
There are an abundance of science topics to explore and study as
a natural extension of American History. Some of the topics are:
• constellations/astronomy (The Underground Railroad)
• ships, navigation and buoyancy (Exploration, Pilgrims, War
of 1812, Revolutionary War)
• planting and growing food (Pilgrims)
• Rocks and precious metals (California Gold Rush)
• Lightning and weather (Benjamin Franklin)
• Plant identification and sketching (Lewis and Clark)
• Simple machines (Inventors)
• Birds (Audubon)
• Steam engines (Transcontinental Railroad)
Use library books, experiments, nature study and videos to learn
more about an area of interest. Have fun notebooking,
lapbooking, drawing and making models to show what has been
learned.

Mapping/Geography
Mapping/geography is also a natural extension of history;
labeling the 13 colonies, marking the Oregon Trail, outlining the
Louisiana Purchase, etc. The are many sources for printable
maps available online (just do a Google or Pinterest search) as
well as great resources you can purchase such as Uncle Josh's
Outline Maps, etc. A laminated map of the US is a great
resource as well and allows for marking and re-marking with a
dry erase marker.
Art and Art Study/ Appreciation
Study one artist at a time using art cards (purchased or homemade*), art books and online galleries. Read a biography about
the artist and discuss the art they created. Some ideas for
discussion are:
• How does the art make you feel (calm, excited, sad, etc.)?
• What do you like about the art?
• What don't you like about the art?
• Describe the painting.
• What do you think the art is saying through his/her art?
*I often make my own art cards: Use online galleries (listed in
General Resources) to find interesting works by the artist. Copy
the art to your computer or ipad and have 4x6 matte photos
printed (I use Shutterfly or Walgreens depending on who has the
best price at the time). Type the artist's name, title of artwork,
year and medium onto the bottom of white cardstock. Then,

simply attach the corresponding photo with photo squares (glue
will wrinkle the art card).
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For more information about copywork, narration and art study,
www.SimplyCharlottemason.com is a fantastic resource.

